
Horizon 
Collaborate
A complete unified communications 
experience for your business

A true unified communications experience
Horizon Collaborate is fully-integrated with the award-
winning Horizon cloud telephony service so you can 
benefit from business telephony features alongside 
collaboration tools such as video calling and instant 
messenger. Driven through a set of apps for Windows, 
Mac, Android and iOS, it enables users to access business 
communications and collaboration services from their 
favourite devices - wherever they are.

Effective communications are 
fundamental to business success.
Today, more so than ever, your business 
needs to be agile to respond to 
customers quickly, day or night, and 
your employees need to be equipped 
to handle a constant flow of queries 
across multiple channels. 
In this digital age we live in, faster 
response times can be a key 
differentiator, helping you stay ahead 
of the competition and stand out in a 
crowded market. 



Screen sharing Screen sharing options

Virtual meeting room for every user
Quick and easy multi-party 
collaboration using My Room, 
a personal and fully managed 
conferencing space for voice, video 
and sharing with invited colleagues 
and guests.

Desktop, application and document sharing
Enables collaborative work and information sharing at the touch of a button.

Instant Messaging
Online chat between users and groups, reducing email inefficiencies.



Video Calling
Create a stronger collaborative experience using visual communication from mobile or desktop app.

Presence
Shows personal status such as ‘available’, ‘busy’ and ‘away’ 
that helps determine the best way to communicate. 

Hosted PBX features
Full telephony feature set and service with bundled  
minutes.



Business Benefits

Let Horizon Collaborate enhance 
your business efficiency 
Work flexibly and collaborate any time, anywhere
Enables users to access business communications and collaboration 
services from their favourite devices - perfect for homeworkers or staff on 
the move that need to work productively whilst out of the office. Horizon 
Collaborate makes hybrid working effective at the desktop or mobile.

Personally managed meeting space for every user
Your Collaborate Room puts you in charge of how you manage your 
conferences, whether they be spontaneous sessions with co-workers 
reviewing a specific document or project, or a formal, planned training 
session for up to 50 attendees from inside and outside your organisation.

Get new features immediately
Horizon Collaborate has a great suite of features and provides a business 
route towards true unified communications. With auto-updates you 
get new features, upgrades and optional integrations with third-party 
applications as soon as they are developed and released. This also 
reduces the overhead necessary to manage your communication 
systems..

Perfect fit for a growing Unified Communications market
By effectively connecting people, applications, clouds and networks,  
you can transform how quickly and efficiently information is shared, 
thereby satisfying your customers’ increasing demands as well as 
improving employee productivity.

Contact us today to request a demo.
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